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Abstract
Articulatory data can be collected using numerous modalities,
such as video, ultrasound, electromagnetic articulography, or
palatographic techniques. Every measurement technique re-
quires software to visualize the incoming data and export the
data for further analysis. This has led to an increase of available
recording software over the past decades, including properly
maintained software in regular use but also many abandoned
and dead projects. In this paper, we present a new framework
for real-time, simultaneous recording of acoustic and articula-
tory data. With the release of the Articulatory Data Recorder,
our aim is to provide the experimental phonetics and articula-
tory research community with a common framework that is sim-
ple to use and easy to extend. It is specifically designed to cover
the most common use cases in experimental phonetics: Elicit
speech utterances using text prompts and record simultaneous
audio and articulatory data. By following the FURPS+-system,
we offer a combination of high performance and a low barrier
of entrance for enrollment of any new articulatory measurement
technique. The current version already supports various palato-
graphic measurement techniques in use at our institute and fu-
ture work will incorporate feedback and feature requests from
the community.
Index Terms: articulography, articulatory data, experimental
phonetics, human-computer interaction

1. Introduction
Articulatory data is of great interest in numerous fields of re-
search from speech recognition to speech production and syn-
thesis and many technologies have been developed or repur-
posed to capture it [1]. Mirroring the great variety of measur-
ing techniques and systems, a myriad of software applications
have been developed to enable the communication between data
acquisition devices and the processing unit (usually a personal
computer) and to analyze the measured data (e.g., for electro-
magnetic articulography data [2, 3, 4] or for ultrasound and
electropalatography data [5]). The lack of compatibility be-
tween the various applications and software setups makes the
reproduction or validation of findings from articulatory stud-
ies more difficult and hinders collaboration between research
groups. The goal of the Articulatory Data Recorder (ADR) is
to unify the communication and visualization of any kind of ar-
ticulatory data. By introducing a universal data format, down-
stream analysis software may become interchangeable and thus
the whole pipeline more open.

2. Articulatory Data Recorder
The ADR is a PC software written in C++ (using the free
wxWidgets library available from www.wxwidgets.org). It
is developed following the FURPS+-system [6], which makes
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the graphical user interface of the ADR,
showing a sequence recorder with an optopalatographic setup.

it highly adaptable and easy to extend. For now, data recording
and visualization is supported for four different palatographic
measurement technologies in use at the TU Dresden [7, 8, 9].
Future releases will include other devices, prioritized based on
community feedback and provided that the necessary hardware
protocols are available. The ADR provides a flexible and adapt-
able data acquisition backend and a graphical user interface that
is highly customizable and easy to extend by implementing spe-
cialized pictures to display virtually any kind of articulatory
data. The ADR also supports an important use case for artic-
ulatory studies: Triggering a subject to produce speech using
text prompts. Future releases will also support other types of
prompts, e.g. audio or pictures.

2.1. Graphical User Interface

Figure 1 shows the recording of optopalatographic data visu-
alized using the graphical user interface (GUI) of the ADR.
Various configuration and visualization options are accessible
via dropdown menus and toolbar buttons. The GUI is mainly
separated into a data page, on which acoustic and articulatory
data received from the hardware are visualized, and a prompts
page, on which the current prompt is shown if an experiment
is currently set up. Using the top right buttons, the layout of
the software can be toggled between a single- and a dual-screen
setup. Dual-screen setup is especially helpful during user stud-
ies to prevent cluttered screen facing the subject. The data page
layout depends on the currently selected hardware backend and
changing the hardware backend will lead to an automatic re-
fresh of the data page. Tracks can be hidden, which simplifies
focusing on specific tracks if needed. The user can choose to
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save and export a selection of the data or the complete record-
ing as an ADR-file, which is a novel data format holding artic-
ulatory data. It is text-based and follows the same basic format
across all kinds of articulatory input modalities. Audio is saved
as WAV-file to provide maximum compatibility.

2.2. Architecture

The framework mainly consists of three major parts, namely
backend, frontend, and an interface connecting backend and
frontend.

2.2.1. Backend

The software backend generally consists of abstract base classes
that can be specialized to adapt them to a specific kind of hard-
ware. To acquire real-time articulatory data from a measure-
ment device, two steps are necessary regardless of the underly-
ing technology: A chunk of data needs to be collected and then
parsed. Every hardware backend (i.e., an articulatory measure-
ment device) is defined by a DataCollector and a DataParser.
The type of raw data coming from the hardware can either be
”Byte” or ”String”, which therefore requires specializations of
DataCollector and DataParser for these types (see Figure 2 and
Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Inheritance diagram for classes derived from Data-
Collector.
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Figure 3: Class structure for definition of data parsers used in
the ADR.

Therefore, to connect a new hardware backend to the ADR,
a specialized DataCollector and DataParser need to be imple-
mented. Depending on the chosen data format (”Byte” or
”String”), simply using a ByteDataCollector or a StringData-
Collector should suffice in most cases. The DataParser, which
needs to be aware of the communication protocol and the in-
terpretation of each piece of data in the collected chunk, is ex-
pected to be far more application-dependent and thus requires a
bit more work to implement. If the data is transmitted as a sim-
ple formatted string, however, the class StringDataParser may
be usable as is by simply providing the format string.

2.2.2. Frontend

Different sensor types require different visualizations. Al-
though there is great variety of possible sensors and thus visual-
izations, all pictures in the ADR are derived from the same Ba-
sicPicture. For now, four different kinds of pictures have been
implemented (see Figure 4). Most pictures in the ADR show
time-dependent signals and are therefore derived from Graph-
Picture, but other kinds of pictures can also be implemented by
deriving directly from BasicPicture. An example where that is
useful is the visualization of EPG data: A ContactPatternPic-
ture visualizes a single, 2D contact pattern captured by a EPG

device, and a ContactSignalPicture combines these individual
patterns into a sequence over time and is therefore derived from
GraphPicture. The ScalarSignalPicture class is used to visual-
ize all kinds of one-dimensional signals (e.g., an audio signal
or a scalar sensor signal). A SpectrogramPicture calculates and
shows a spectrogram of the audio track.
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ContactPatternPicture GraphPicture

ContactSignalPicture ScalarSignalPicture SpectrogramPicture

Figure 4: Class structure for pictures used in the ADR.

3. Conclusions and Outlook
The presented software and the underlying C++ framework
provides functionality for the simultaneous recording of acous-
tic and articulatory data with different articulometric devices.
The visualization is adapted to the connected hardware device
automatically. The software is highly flexible and enables joint
development and integration of additional articulatory data
recording hardware with minimal effort using the presented
classes. The ADR framework can serve as a common basis for
the articulatory data recording community to work on a jointly
used recording software, which can boost data exchange possi-
bilities and thus, hopefully, speed up the progress in the field as
a whole. The software is available from https://gitlab.
hrz.tu-chemnitz.de/spreuss--tu-dresden.
de/ArticulatoryDataRecorder.
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